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Abs t r ac t 

We present results from a three-dimensional device simulator, using adaptive meshing and 
solving the drift-diffusion equations. The adaption algorithm and the criteria used for adap
tion are discussed. Three devices of industrial interest are presented: a bipolar transistor, a 
1.25/zm n-MOS device and a CCD, illustrating the range of devices which may be success
fully simulated. 

1 Introduction 

T h e three-dimensional analysis of semiconductor devices is invaluable for the understanding of 
some aspects of modern device technologies. The high cost of performing this analysis requires 
new algorithms which, enable the economic solution of the device equations. While it is possible 
for the experienced designer to generate meshes manually to capture device features accurately 
for one-dimensional and two-dimensional problems, it is much more difficult in three dimensions. 
This is due to factors such as the much larger number of nodes and difficulties in visualising the 
mesh. Since the number of nodes used in the discretisation is an important factor in determining 
the solution time, it is desirable to minimise this. On the other hand too few nodes will give 
an inaccurate solution and a balance has to be sought. The solution of the device equations 
exhibits fine-scale features which depend on the geometry, physics and operating conditions of 
the device. In this paper we describe a method which automatically adapts a very coarse mesh 
to these features of the solution. 

We solve the three drift-diffusion equations [l] using a fully-coupled Newton process in which 
the equations are discretised by a Voronoi-based finite volume technique using the Scharfetter-
Gummel expression [l] to approximate the flux term in the continuity equations. The resulting 
linear systems are solved using preconditioned conjugate gradient methods. We use the electro
static and quasi-fermi potentials ^>,0„ and <j>p as the solution variables for the linear systems 
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and apply the correction transformation [2] to make the updates to V and the charge densi
ties, models is available including bandgap narrowing, doping, temperature and field dependent 
mobilities and both Shockley-Read-Hall and Auger recombination. 

The meshing strategy involves the use of both hexahedra and tetrahedra which satisfy 
the Delaunay criterion. Hexahedra are used where possible, the tetrahedra are used to mesh 
geometrically irregular portions of the domain and to provide a transition between hexahedra 
of different size. The mesh is locally structured, a feature we exploit in the adaption process. 

2 Adaption Strategy 

Our analysis starts from a geometric description of the device which is built up from points, 
lines, surfaces and volumes. This description is passed to an initial mesh generator which 
produces a semi-regular lattice of nodes (i.e. the lattice spacing is irregular in each direction 
but the lattice cells are right hexahedra) in the device by projecting planes from each geometric 
point perpendicular to the cartesian axes. Additional planes can be inserted in each direction 
at the user's discretion. The intersection of planes with other surfaces in the device generates 
additional planes and so on until a complete lattice which contains the device is formed. 

Deleting lattice points which lie outside the device gives a set of bricks with between 1 
and 8 nodes which is then turned into a mixed mesh of hexahedra and tetrahedra, the latter 
being used to mesh geometrically irregular parts of the device. The mesh produced at this 
stage may consist of only a few hundred nodes, even for a quite complex device. The software 
has been written to assemble the elements efficiently. The use of hexahedra where possible 
gives the immediate advantage that the Voronoi volumes associated with a node and pipe areas 
associated with an edge connecting two nodes are easily computed while the added flexibility 
of tetrahedra is important in limiting the size of the mesh. 

This crude mesh is then transferred to the device modeller where refinement takes place 
based first on doping and then on the solution to the device equations. At this stage tetrahedra 
are also used to provide a transition between hexahedra of different sizes. Nodes are inserted 
at the midpoints of edges as indicated by the refinement criteria. The refinement is based on 
the hexahedra; to decide whether or not to divide a hexahedron in two, we look first at the 
refinement of each edge. No hexahedron in the final mesh may contain nodes at quarter-points 
of its edges, and no hexahedron may have more than ten nodes. We restrict the types of nine and 
ten-noded hexahedra allowed; a ten-noded hexahedron must have its two additional nodes on 
adjacent parallel edges. A hexahedron is further divided if the angle subtended at an additional 
node by an opposite side is greater than w/2 since this violates the Delaunay condition. This 
means that a mesh line (plane) introduced by refinement is continued until it reaches a suitable 
hexahedron at which it can terminate or the boundary of the device. Each hexahedron produced 
by a division is subsequently tested to see if it should in turn be divided. 

The user specifies the required solution accuracy, the maximum number of nodes in the 
mesh due to the doping refinement criterion (No) and the overall maximum number of nodes 
in the mesh (N^). The overall algorithm, where NM 1S the number of nodes in the mesh, is: 

1. Generate the initial, coarse mesh and assign doping values. 

2. while NM < ND and doping accuracy is not achieved call REFINE(Doping). 

3. Solve the problem on the resulting mesh. 

4. while NM < N^ and accuracy is not achieved 
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begin 

call REFINE(Potential). 

Solve the problem on the resulting mesh. 

end 

5. Output the final mesh and the solution. 

If ND or N^ are exceeded before the relevant criteria are satisfied the user is warned of this 
fact and the mesh from the last completed refinement phase is used. 

The data-structures used in the refinement are based on the lattice of hexahedra used to 
generate the initial and refined meshes. These are of three types: those with fewer than eight 
vertices inside the device, those with eight, and those with nine or ten, which we call transitional 
hexahedra. A hexahedron is described by its twelve defining edges in a systematic way. An 
edge is defined by its endpoints. A list of hexahedra in the current lattice which meet at a node 
is maintained to enable rapid checking of neighbours. The parent-child relations which arise 
•when edges or hexahedra are divided in two are also stored, e.g when an edge is divided the 
two new edges are stored as children of the old edge and the old edge is stored as the parent of 
the new. This enables efficient access to the mesh data needed for refinement. This approach 
yields a hierarchical mesh structure which allows the recovery of the mesh at a previous level 
of refinement. This could be used either for multigrid solution or to restart at an interim mesh 
for subsequent refinement at other bias points or time-steps. 

Adaption using the doping criterion enriches the mesh in regions of geometric and intrinsic 
physical interest and it is very economical since it does not require the solution of any linear 
systems. All that is necessary is a means of computing the doping profile at the new nodes. 
Adaption using the potential criterion enriches the mesh in regions where this is required by 
the operating conditions. It is important for efficiency to choose an initial guess for the Newton 
process which will give good convergence. We do this by first calculating the doping at the 
new nodes and then interpolating the solution (ip,4>n,4>p) on each edge to which a new node is 
added. Linear interpolation is used for the quasi-fermi potentials. The potential \j> is set to the 
lower of its two neighbouring values for n-type nodes and to the higher for p-type. Then the 
Poisson equation is solved only at the nodes generated by this refinement sweep, while holding 
the values at existing nodes fixed. This is followed by a similar solution of the coupled system 
which provides a good initial guess for the subsequent solution on the full mesh. 

3 Refinement Criteria 

Several authors [3], [4], [5] have developed a posteriori adaption strategies for the device problem. 
In [6] the equivalence of the box method and the finite element method using piecewise linear 
elements is shown. Polak et al [2] showed that the box method may be viewed as a Petrov-
Galerkin method. These results have led us to employ a posteriori error estimation techniques 
in the case of box discretisations. In [7] an error estimator is developed based on the weak 
formulation of an elliptic problem. Due to the problems associated with interpolation in device 
modelling, this must be modified slightly. This was first done in [5] in two dimensions and 
extended to three dimensions in [8]. We consider refinement based on the electric field explicitly; 
similar analysis holds for the current density. Let ij)h denote the approximate solution to the 
Poisson equation and let e be the error in the solution. Defining (a,b)Wi = f ab du?i, where 
u>i is a mesh element with boundary c?u>,-. Replacing tfr by ij)h + e, and applying the divergence 
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theorem to the weak form of the Poisson Equation, we obtain the following expression for E, 
an approximation to the error, e. 

(eVJ!7, VtOu, + (q(n + p)E, v)Ui = - ( e V ^ \ VB)U|. + (q(n -p-D), »)„. + (e0*, t ; ) ^ (1) 

where the test function v £ -ffo(fi) a n ^ ^n 1S t n e normal derivative of rj)h on the boundary of 
w,-. n and p are the electron and hole densities respectively, D is the doping and e is the electric 
permittivity. The last term dominates for odd-order elements [7] [5]. We approximate it by 
taking the average value of tp^ on both hexahedra sharing a common face and using these values 
to evaluate the jump term F+ — F~ where 

F = ~i—i— (2) 

Because the jump term dominates the error it suffices to monitor this quantity. Therefore we 
choose to refine an element if 

\F+ -F- \ — > TOL (3) 

where e is the permittivity of the hexahedron and h its length in the direction of refinement. 
This criterion is effectively measuring the difference between tp on the boundary between the 
two hexahedra and the value given by linear interpolation between the two outer faces. TOL is 
measured in thermal volts, typically being given a value of 1. Other more sophisticated criteria 
have been suggested but experience has shown that they are insufficiently robust. In [9] 

| F+ - F~ | 
Jb + * r m a x ( | F + | , | F - | ) > 6° ( 4 ) 

was suggested where F0 was a cut-off field below which refinement was not considered necessary, 
6T and 6a are user supplied parameters which control the relative effect of Fo and the overall 
degree of refinement respectively. The difficulty with this approach is that the optimal choice of 
Fo and Sr depend on the bias conditions which can readily change the fields in a device by two 
orders of magnitude. In an effort to overcome this the same authors suggested [10] replacing 
FQ by -FmaX) the maximum of the displacement fields calculated over all the hexahedra in the 
device. Again, this can lead to problems, for instance in a device with two junctions, one of 
which has a high built-in field and the other a low one. It is possible that the second junction 
will be inadequately resolved with this criterion. It is also possible that a high field in one 
direction will mask weaker fields in another which are more important for device operation. 
For these reasons we feel that the criterion in (3) is the most practical way of monitoring the 
dominant term in the error estimator. 

Having checked one of its neighbours and decided that a hexahedron needs refinement, each 
of its edges is divided perpendicular to the common face. Then the neighbours in the remaining 
directions are checked. 

The doping criterion ensures the subdivision of each edge in the mesh for which the following 
is true 

| Di - Dj | Uj 
•> 'min (5J maxfl A | , | £ i l , | A-ef |) 

where Di,Dj denote the doping at the endpoints of the edge, Uj is its length, Dre{ is a user-
specified reference doping, and / m j n is a user-specified minimum edge length for the mesh. 
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4 Examples 

We illustrate the usefulness of this approach with results from our three-dimensional device 
modeller, EVEREST [11], on three typical devices. The first is a polysilicon emitter transistor 
•with a fully three-dimensional structure around the emitter. Figure 1 shows the basic geometry 
of the device with the base and raised emitter contacts. The collector contact is on the back 
face simulating a buried collector layer. This is a device for which experimental results and 
two-dimensional simulations are available for comparison. SIMS profiles were used to define the 
doping for emitter, base and collector regions. Two stages of refinement are carried out, first 
on doping to ensure that features above 101 4cm - 3 are resolved to within 0.033/um followed by 
a further three levels of refinement on potential with a collector bias of 2V. The final mesh has 
12163 nodes. This mesh is then used in all subsequent simulations. The predicted currents and 
Early voltage have been compared with measured data and with the two-dimensional simulator 
HFIELDS [13]. The same physical models were used in both simulations so that any differences 
are attributable to the methods used to solve the device equations. The two simulations agree 
•well but the base currents are over-estimated compared with measurements. However, accuracy 
is consistent with two-dimensional simulators. Figure 1 shows the logarithm of the net doping 
across the base region. The doping gradient has been well captured by the mesh used. Note 
that the isometric projection software is based on triangular elements so that diagonals have 
been inserted on quadrilaterals. 

In Figure 2 we show the electrostatic potential, ip, on the plane z = 0/j.m, This shows 
how well the depletion regions around the base-emitter and base-collector junctions have been 
resolved. 

The second device is based on a 1.25fim gate length n-MOS structure. The doping profiles 
were obtained from SUPREM [12] simulations with lateral diffusion of the source and drain 
implants approximated by a lateral error function with a±_ = 0.04/im. In this device we are 
looking for refinement of three features: the source and drain junctions, the channel under the 
gate and the spreading of the drain depletion region at high source-drain bias. The field oxide 
is approximated by a step as the isolation edge effects are not investigated. A schematic of the 
geometry in which the ^-coordinate has been shrunk by a factor of 0.1 is shown in Figure 3. In 
this case the refinement is performed in three stages. Following refinement on doping to locate 
the source and drain junctions, 1.45 V is placed on the gate so that refinement on potential 
captures the inversion layer. Then the gate is turned off and the drain biased at 2V to perform 
extra refinement around the drain depletion region. The final mesh contains 22731 nodes. 
Again, reasonable agreement with experiment is found, particularly given the uncertainties in 
the exact channel length and mobilities for the measured device. In particular the threshold 
voltage agrees well, although the drain current is greater than measured. This discrepancy could 
be due to an error in the channel length or in the mobility value used, or it could be due to not 
refining on current. However, the correct prediction of threshold indicates that the adaptive 
refinement has adequately described the channel doping and the inversion layer location. 

In Figure 3 we show the customary MOS cross section on the end plane of the device where 
nearly two-dimensional behaviour is to be expected. For these simulations the mesh generated 
by the above technique was used but the bias conditions were Vg = 1.95V and Vd = 0.05V. It 
can be seen that the source and drain regions and the channel are well resolved and a careful 
examination shows that there has been some extra refinement around the drain end depletion 
region. In Figure 4 we show a section through the centre of the gate contact. The use of a step 
field oxide introduces rapid curvature into the potential since it poses a Laplace problem with 
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a Dirichlet boundary condition on an internal corner. The refinement has coped well with this 
difficult problem, although it could be argued that it has gone too far in trying to resolve the 
corner. 

Thirdly we have simulated a charge-coupled device used in imaging applications. The com
plicated doping profile for this device is incorporated into EVEREST by means of a Fortran 
subroutine. It consists of a background dope and several implantations leading to a three layer 
structure on one side of the device and a four-layer structure on the other. There are five gate 
contacts as well as contacts on an n-channel, a p-well and the substrate. In operation the two 
outer gates are held at OV and the remaining three gates at 10V. The substrate is biased at 
15V", the j?-well at 4.5V and the n-channel at 10V reducing to 7V, 

Figure 5 shows three levels of mesh on the centre plane of this device. Top left is the initial 
coarse mesh of only 784 nodes where only minimal user input has been used to place nodes close 
to the gate contacts. Top right is the mesh following refinement on doping, which now contains 
6027 nodes and is beginning to display features of the device. Then 2V is applied to the inner 
gates and the mesh refined to 9459 nodes as shown at bottom left. Now we can begin to see 
the gate structure emerge, particularly the high field region between the outer and inner gates. 
Finally the full 10V potential is applied to the inner gates and the mesh refined to 16609 nodes. 
An isometric plot of potential is shown bottom right. Some of the further refinement visible on 
this plot arises from the need to resolve potential features in other regions of the device and so 
appears not to be necessary on this plane. It is a feature of the restrictions which we place on 
the mesh that refinement spreads through the device until it can heal sensibly by a transition 
to a larger hexahedron or until it reaches the device boundary. 

It is expected that the currents will increase exponentially as the p-well voltage is reduced 
and this is seen. In fact, the height of the potential barrier experienced by the carriers in 
the device can be calculated and the current shows an exponential dependence on this barrier 
height. Finally it is worth noting that the simulations have shown discrepancies with the one-
dimensional based rules of thumb commonly used to explain the operation of such CCD-cells. 
Clearly the three-dimensional nature of the device is manifesting itself at a fundamental level 
and the use of simulators such as EVEREST will be valuable in understanding how such devices 
work and can be optimised. 

5 Summary 

We have presented an algorithm for performing mesh adaption in three-dimensional semicon
ductor device simulation. We have discussed the choice of refinement criterion in detail and 
surveyed some of the alternatives. Finally we have presented results which demonstrate the 
usefulness of the method when applied to a range of devices of industrial interest. 
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Figure 1: Geometry of the 3D npn bipolar (left). The white areas are the base and emitter 
contacts. An isometric view of the net doping (log|JV,i - Np\) on the plane a; = Ojtm is also 
shown (right), showing good resolution of the base doping. 

3.75 

0.406.00 

Figure 2: Potential on the plane z = Ofim for the 12163 node mesh with Ve = -0.8V and 
Vc = Vb = OV. 
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Figure 3: Geometry of the MOSFET (left, in /im, except the y-axis which is compressed by a 
factor of 10). The central white strip is the gate contact with source and drain to either side. 
The block of field oxide extends from 0 to 10/im in y. To the right is shown the potential on 
t h e face y = 60fim. 

Figure 4: Potential on the plane x = 2.625/im, along the centre of the gate. Only the region 
around the field oxide corner is shown. Solution with Vg = 1.95V" and Vj — 0.05V. 
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Figure 5: The mesh of the CCD device during refinement on the centre plane (y = 1.5fxm) of 
the device. Top left: initial mesh, 784 nodes. Top right: mesh after doping refinement, 6027 
nodes. Bottom left: mesh after potential refinement at low bias, 9459 nodes. Bottom right: 
isometric plot of potential after further refinement at high bias, 16609 nodes. 


